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Introduction



The Internet 
was not 
built for 
what it has 
become

March 1977 - no routing security



RFC791 is the 
first definition of 
IP

Section 3.1. 
Internet Header 
Format

Security option 
type=130

1981



The World Wide Web 
comes from CERN (Geneva 
Switzerland)1989/1990 CERN



RFC793 is the first 
definition of TCP

2.9.  Precedence and 
Security

1991 RFC1267 - BGP3

Security issues are not 
discussed in this memo.



Insecure yesterday, Secure today

(~200 million) (~1 billion) (~600K)

We encrypt

We verify



How it looks to the press



BGP



20172015 2019201820081997

BGP’s timeline of leaks 

Propagated by Level3

Malaysia Telecom

Leaked to China Telecom, 

raises suspicions

MainOne leaks 
Google, Cloudflare

Triggered by a router bug

The "AS 7007 incident”

Starts in Chicago,

impact Japan

Google leaks 
to Verizon

BGP optimizers

make it worse

Verizon leak

Regulatory hijack

Pakistan Telecom 
hijacks YouTube



June 24th, 2019, 10:30 UTC



Source: Cedexis



Impact on the Cloudflare traffic



How did it get solved ?



What is a BGP leak ?
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)                                                               K. Sriram
Request for Comments: 7908                                                                       D. Montgomery
Category: Informational                                                                                US NIST
ISSN: 2070-1721                                                                                   D. McPherson
                                                                                                  E. Osterweil
                                                                                                Verisign, Inc.
                                                                                                    B. Dickson
                                                                                                     June 2016

Problem Definition and Classification of BGP Route Leaks

Abstract

   A systemic vulnerability of the Border Gateway Protocol routing system, known as "route leaks", has received 
significant attention in recent years.  Frequent incidents that result in significant disruptions to Internet 
routing are labeled route leaks, but to date a common definition of the term has been lacking.  This document 
provides a working definition of route leaks while keeping in mind the real occurrences that have received 
significant attention.
   Further, this document attempts to enumerate (though not exhaustively) different types of route leaks based on 
observed events on the Internet.  The aim is to provide a taxonomy that covers several forms of route leaks that 
have been observed and are of concern to the Internet user community as well as the network operator community.



A very invalid route - step #1



Prefix:       104.25.48.0/20
Max Length:   /20
ASN:          13335
Trust Anchor: ARIN
Validity:     Thu, 02 Aug 2018 04:00:00 GMT - Sat, 31 Jul 
2027 04:00:00 GMT
Emitted:      Thu, 02 Aug 2018 21:45:37 GMT
Name:         535ad55d-dd30-40f9-8434-c17fc413aa99
Key:          4a75b5de16143adbeaa987d6d91e0519106d086e
Parent Key:   a6e7a6b44019cf4e388766d940677599d0c492dc
Path:         
rsync://rpki.arin.net/repository/arin-rpki-ta/5e4a23ea-...

A very invalid route - step #2



The disruptive power of Tier 1 providers



Peerlock
Ideal for (tier1) transit networks: reject any route from your customers that contains 
another “big boy” in the AS Path:

174_701_396531_33154_3356_13335

If you’re Cogent (AS174), you have no reason to accept this route from Verizon (AS701) that 
contains Level3 (AS3356) within the path.

Even if you’re not a Tier1, you can apply this to your customers sessions!

https://archive.nanog.org/sites/default/files/Snijders_Everyday_Practical_Bgp.pdf



Peerlock

AS174
Cogent

AS209
CenturyLink

AS701
Verizon

AS1239
Sprint

AS1299
Telia

AS2914
NTT America

AS3257
GTT

AS3320
DTAG/Deutsche 

Telekom

AS3356
Level3

AS3491
PCCW

AS3549
Global Crossing

AS5511
Orange/France 

Telecom

AS6453
TATA

AS6461
Zayo

AS6762
Sparkle/Telecom 

Italia

AS7018
AT&T

AS12956
TIWS/Telefónica
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BGP optimizers to make it worse

So-called “BGP optimizers” use a technique that 
deaggregate existing BGP routes into smaller prefixes so 
that your router can load-balance traffic over multiple 
links.

If you leak these “fake” routes, you will attract all 
Internet traffic for these… unless your upstreams filter 
them.



BGP optimizers to make it worse

This is an invalid route



YES

BGP optimizers - our view

NO



BGP Optimizer - leaking by default

… option to tag all the more 
specific prefixes that it generates 
with the BGP NO_EXPORT community. 
This will not be enabled by default



Noction response

Noction responds regarding June/24 route leak.
https://www.noction.com/news/incident-response

In fact, the use of more specific prefixes is only going to increase no matter if a 
network uses any BGP tools or not. In this specific case, the more specific prefixes were 
generated by Noction IRP.

[...]

Unfortunately, BGP is not perfect. Almost 2300 leaks or hijacks happened over the past 7 
months. Poor use of filters at Tier 1, Tier 2 and Tier 3 levels linked to all of them.

[...]

NO_EXPORT is not a good option for companies operating multiple ASNs, be it multiple 
public or a combination of private and public.



What can we do about it ?

● Apply best practices:
○ MANRS  - https://www.manrs.org/

● IRR filtering is easier said than done.
○ There is no recipe to build prefix filters and a lot of questions 

remain unanswered:
■ How often should you update your prefix filters ?
■ What IRR database should you trust ?
■ What automation framework should you use ?
■ How do you deliver feedback to your peers ?



2018-2019 are big years for Routing Security

● Cloudflare issued route origin authorizations (“ROAs”)
○ covers 90% of its prefixes, including:

■ Its 1.1.1.1 resolver
■ DNS servers

● NTT now treats ROAs as if they were IRR route(6)-objects
● AS7018/AT&T and AS286/KPN now dropping all RPKI invalids
● 100+ networks have joined the Mutually Agreed Norms for Routing 

Security (“MANRS”)
● Google to begin filtering routes in 2019
● ARIN allowed integration of its contract into RPKI software workflows 

and renewed its review of legal issues



A closer look at Africa



Why didn’t Origin Validation work ?
Subject: [JINX.announce] RPKI ROV & Dropping of Invalids - Africa
From: Mark Tinka via jinx-announce <jinx-announce@ispa.org.za>
Date: Tue, Apr 9, 2019 at 5:04 AM

Hello all.

In November 2018 during the ZAPF (South Africa Peering Forum) meeting in Cape Town, 3 major ISP's in Africa announced that they would 
enable RPKI's ROV (Route Origin Validation) and the dropping of Invalid routes as part of an effort to clean up the BGP Internet, on the 1st 
April, 2019.

On the 1st of April, Workonline Communications (AS37271) enabled ROV and the dropping of Invalid routes. This applies to all eBGP sessions 
for IPv4 and IPv6.

On the 5th of April, SEACOM (AS37100) enabled ROV and the dropping of Invalid routes. This applies to all eBGP sessions with public peers, 
private peers and transit providers, both for IPv4 and IPv6. eBGP sessions toward downstream customers will follow in 3 months from now.

We are still standing by for the 3rd ISP to complete their implementation, and we are certain they will communicate with the community 
accordingly.

Please note that for the legal reasons previously discussed on various fora, neither Workonline Communications nor SEACOM are 
utilising the ARIN TAL. As a result, any routes covered only by a ROA issued under the ARIN TAL will fall back to a status of Not 
Found. Unfortunately, this means that ARIN members will not see any improved routing security for their prefixes on our networks 
until this is resolved. We will each re-evaluate this decision if and when ARIN's policy changes. We are hopeful that this will happen sooner 
rather than later.



Lowering Legal Barriers to RPKI Adoption
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3308619



With filtering Without filtering

Deploy RPKI now (Because tomorrow is already too late)



AS7018/AT&T and RPKI 



Questions ?

jf     @cloudflare.com
martin @cloudflare.com



Additional content



Security was always being 
discussed and defined; but 
mainly in computing1976 Security in documents



RFC793 is the 
first definition of 
TCP

2.9.  Precedence 
and Security

1981 RFC793 - TCP



Without proper filtering



With proper filtering



What is BGP?

Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) picks the best 
routes for data to travel, which usually means 
hopping between autonomous systems.

Each Autonomous System uses BGP routing 
to send packets between systems until they 
reach their destination

More interconnection = more opportunity 
to share route information



A small subset of BGP’s global route leaks:
● April 1997 The "AS 7007 incident”
● February 2008 YouTube globally routed into Pakistan Telecom
● April 2010 Chinese ISP hijacks the internet
● April 2014 Indosat leaks
● June 2015 Malaysia Telecom
● August 2017 Google leaks to Verizon
● November 2018 MainOne leaks Google, Cloudflare
● June 2019 Verizon leaks

BGP’s sad timeline of leaks



Are the Internet fundations so fragile ?

BGP has demonstrated enormous scalability 
potential.



What about RPKI ?


